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Abstract
As computers become more abundant in the home and office, more people are performing
tasks that once would have been done by a skilled professional. Computers and software
programs have become easier to use, including desktop publishing programs. Programs
are now available that allow anyone to "become a
designer."
Through this, however, most
typographers agree, the typographic quality of documents has suffered. Many companies
are now designing their own media, in an effort to save money. The documents they create
are adequate, but there is something missing. Though theymay not be able to explain why,
most people can appreciate the appearance of the professionally typeset page.
The goal of this thesis project is to make it easier for a non-professional to make typo
graphically pleasing text pages. The basic rules of typography,without regard to fluxuating
design trends, have essentially stayed the same for hundreds of years. Background research
for this project was completed by studying historically significant typographic manuals
of the last 300 years. Research began with Joseph Moxon's Mechanick Exercises (1694) and
ended with the most recent edition of The Chicago Manual ofStyle (1993), one of today's
most highly regarded manuals.
From this background research, minimum and preferred software requirements for
desktop publishing software applications were created. The purpose of these requirements
is to encourage softwaremanufacturers to incorporatemore automation in regard to typog
raphy, as well as to encourage improved default settings in their software applications. The
goal was to make the minimum requirements realistically achievable. Many of the mini
mum requirements are currently available in software programs; however, no one program
contains all of the requirements. Each software program has strengths andweaknesses.
From these lists of requirements, the specifications for the
"ideal"
software application
were created. Through this
"ideal"
application, all of the best features of current software
Vlll
programswere brought together, in addition to a few innovative ideas. These specifications
only relate to the typographic capabilities of the software, and do not include other areas
such as color or image manipulation.
Though these specifications could vastly improve on the quality of typography pro
duced electronically, automated tasks completed by a computer will never produce the
same results as a job done manually by a skilled professional. Computer programming is
limited andmany typographic rules cannot be adequately defined in a computer algorithm.




Statement of the Problem
Is proper typography becoming a lost art? Are we becoming increasingly dependent on
software? What is the minimum amount of knowledge the user should possess? What
are the minimum mechanical typographic requirements that page layout software should
possess? Does the software currently available meet these requirements? Why do we want
proper typography? Does it really matter?
These questions are becoming more important as more people gain access to
powerful desktop publishing software. Work traditionally performed by professional
typographers is now commonly being done by non-professionals. Though they are capable
of the task, the quality of the work produced is not the same. As typographic authority
Robin Williams explains, "Professional typesetters know things we
don't."1
Background and Significance
Typography is the arrangement of items on a printed page to maximize readability and
legibility. According to the International Typographic Union (ITU), "Legibility refers
more particularly to the clearness with which the type may be seen; readability embraces
familiarity, interest, action, beauty of form, color and
spacing."2
Though this is a simple
definition of typography, typography actually encompasses much more. Typography can
rise to the level of an art form. The importance of typography is conveyed in this quote
by Peter Karow:
Pleasant looking, easily readable text has been the aim of typographers
since scribes began to write and Gutenberg perfected printing with mov
able type. Text transports information. But it does even more than this, its
typographic appearance establishes the care with which it is presented its
authenticity and its persuasive
power.3
Although aesthetic preferences change, the basic rules of proper typography have
essentially remained the same for centuries. The Gutenberg Bible, printed in the 1450s
using hand-set type, is still admired for its masterful
typography.4 Laypeople may
have trouble expressing why, yet they can still appreciate the superior appearance of a
professionally typeset page.
Though the rules of typography have virtually remained unchanged, the equipment
and technology used to set type have changed drastically. Yet, with each new technology,
the quality of the typography produced has not necessarily been an improvement
over the previously accepted technology. As writer Richard Rubenstein explains, "Each
change of typographic technology creates new constraints and new
capabilities."5
Quality
versus efficiency has been a constant battle. Of phototypesetting, common in the 1970s,
Rubenstein wrote, "The economics of this new technology were stronger than the appar
ent necessity to conform to the best typographic
practice."6
Better quality typography
can actually be attained with some of the older technologies, though at a slower pace,
and generally a higher cost. Digital technologies have been fighting to catch up to the
capabilities of older composition systems.
We are currently deep into the world of digital typography. Though the situation
has vastly improved, the quality of output in the early days of digital typography was
very poor. Not only were the typographic capabilities of the layout software poor, but
the first digital typefaces were very jagged (the edges were not smooth and a staircase
effect could be seen on curved letters), and the output technologies were primitive and
only capable of producing low resolution images. All of these factors have improved
immensely. The quality of the typography produced by digital technology today is not
only highly dependent on the knowledge of the user, but also on the capabilities of
the software application. Though there are only a few applications competing for the
high-end print market, dozens of lower-end applications are available for the home or
small office user.
This thesis project will determine what typographic controls a software application
should contain to achieve a certain level of standards for desktop publishing. A list
of minimum requirements, as well as a list of preferred requirements will be created.





Through my education at Rochester Institute of Technology, particularly studying under
Professor Archie Provan, I have learned to appreciate proper typography. I realize it is
something many do not notice, because it is something that I knew very little about until
a short time ago. I have heardmany agree that, once you understand proper typography, it
is difficult to look at a document the same way again. It has become almost an obsession
of mine to identify and critique type. It has become apparent to me that typography is in
danger of becoming a lost art, particularly in this age of rapidly evolving technology and
the Internet. This thesis project is an attempt to reclaim some of this art through the use of
software standards and automation.
Notes
1. RobinWilliams, TheMac is not a Typewriter (Berkeley: Peachpit Press, 1990), 11.
2. International Typographic Union Bureau ofEducation, ITU Lessons in Printing,
Elements ofComposition Unit 1. (Indianapolis, Indiana: International Typographic
Union, 1942), Lesson 7, p. 2.
3. Peter Karow, "Extending Control ofDigital
Typography,"
Visible Language 32 (1998): 101.
4. JamesMoran, The Composition ofReadingMatter (London:Wace & Co. Ltd., 1965), 11.






manuals and typographic style manuals have been around for centuries. Though
the rules and concepts contained in these manuals have essentially remained the same, they
have been adjusted to accommodate for new technologies. The most popular manuals of
the last 300 years will be used as the primary references in determining the typographic
requirements for software applications in this thesis project.
These typographic requirements would in the
"ideal"
application become auto
mated so the user would not be required to have knowledge of the specific typographic
rules. Karow agrees: "The digital era challenges us for more automation regarding
typographic
composition."1
With the increasing speed of computer processors, automation
is becoming more easily accomplished. Literally thousands of variations can be processed
by a computer script within
seconds.2
By allowing the computer to have control over typography, the appearance of the type
is determined by software code and mathematical formulas. Traditionally,many commonly
accepted, rule-of-thumb formulas have been used by typographers for determining values
such as indention and line length. Though a professional typographer may use these for
mulas, visual appearance is themost important judge of typography. By relying on automa
tion, the programmers are challenged to create a science out ofwhat has traditionally been
an art form. In the end the trained eye will always be the best judge of proper typography.
Background research for this thesis project will concentrate on proper usage of punc
tuation, hyphenation/justification, widow/orphan control, line length, indention, leading,
letterspacing, kerning, ligatures, small capitals, numerals, image runaround, initial letters
and reference marks. Proper usage will be determined through a study of historically sig-
nificant typographic style manuals. (See Table 7, p. 52 ) These manuals will be discussed in
detail in Chapter 3.
Punctuation
Proper typography includes the use of correct punctuation. Punctuation is discussed in
detail in almost all typographic manuals. Unfortunately, it is the most difficult to program
for when designing computer software. The reason for this is the complexity of English
grammar, upon which punctuation often depends. Though some word processing pro
grams have included programming algorithms to check the user's grammar, they are not
sufficiently sophisticated to include punctuation. For this reason, punctuation control will
not be considered as a criteria for desktop publishing software in this thesis project.
Another challenge providedbypunctuation is the disagreement over its usage.Accord
ing to Charles Timperley in The Printer'sManual (1838), "perhaps there never existed on any
subject, among men of learning, a greater difference of opinion than on the true mode of
punctuation, and scarcely can any two people be brought to an agree in the same
method."3
Because there are many gray areas regarding the use ofpunctuation, it is very difficult to set
standards for its usage.
One automated feature included in most desktop publishing programs in regard to
punctuation regulates the use of quotation marks. This feature can be set to make sure that
typographers'
quotes, rather than prime marks, are used within text. It is a helpful feature
unless the user is inputtingmeasurements and prime marks are necessary. In this case, the
user must override the software preferences.
Some applications are trying to make punctuation more accessible to the user, so that
it is no longer necessary to memorize keystrokes to obtain punctuation such an en dash (-)
or ellipsis (...). Though better access to characters is an improvement, it still requires user
knowledge to correctly use the characters.
Hyphenation/justification/wordspacing
Deciding how to break a line has been a dilemma troubling printers for centuries. Thomas
MacKellar describes practices of early printers in his manual The American Printer, pub
lished in many editions during the latter halfof the nineteenth century: "To avoid divisions,
the early printers used vowels with amark of abbreviation over them to denote that one or




Orthography is the process of breaking words into syllables in order to divide them
at the end of a line. As more dictionaries became published and accepted, orthography
became more uniform. In 1844, ThomasAdams wrote in his manual Typographia:
The Dictionaries of Walker and Johnson are looked up to as the highest
authorities. It has silenced those pedantic clamors and divided opinions,which
distracted the attention of the compositor, and he is now able to solve any dif
ficulty, by a reference to those excellent standards of English
orthography.5
Lines of type can be set centered, ragged right, ragged left, and justified (shown in
figure 1). In justified text, each line must occupy the full measure. Lines rarely fit exactly
without some respacing and it is often necessary to break words through hyphenation in
order to obtain a better fit.
This is an example of This is an example of This is an example of This is an example of
ragged right text.This is ragged left text. This is centered text. This is an justified text. This is an
an example of ragged right an example of ragged left example of centered text. example of justified text.
text. This is an example of text. This is an example This is an example of This is an example of
ragged right text. of ragged left text. centered text. justified text.
Figure 1: Paragraph formats
In the days of single metal type, the compositor had to space the line by hand to
obtain the optimum fit. The compositor had to determine at the end ofeach linewhether to
space out the text, reduce the spacing or divide aword. Today, these decisions aremade elec
tronically by computer algorithms. As stated in The ChicagoManual ofStyle, in a modern
composing system, "the operator puts
a space after each word, and when the line is jus
tified, the space is expanded to accommodate the line of type within the specified line
length."5
Spacing will vary slightly from line to line, but xhis is an example of a
not within lines. Generally, thin spacing is preferable river. A river is a white
to wide spacing because the type is read more quickly. aP resembling
a river
u uu j ji, i- .j
which can 1 be traced
Large spaces should be avoided because they can lead to , . , 1 ,
through theltext when
distracting "rivers". Rivers are illustrated in figure 2. ^ js not 1 justified
Some people object to the division of words in properly. It fcan occur
printing; they deem it unnecessary and displeasing to




. . justified on 1 a short




is sacrificed, and the appearance ofbadworkmanship is
projected. In unjustified type, however, hyphenation is
Figure 2: Rivers in text
generally avoidable, with no negative consequences.
In The American Printer (1879), Thomas MacKellar shares his views on hyphenation.
MacKellar touches on several of the many rules to be considered when justifying type:
A compositor who studies propriety and neatness in his work will not allow
an unnecessary division, even in a narrow measure, if he can avoid it by
overrunning two or three lines of matter. In large type and narrow mea
sures, the division ofwords cannot be avoided; but care should be taken that
hyphens do not occur at the end of successive lines. In small type and wide
measures, the hyphen may frequently be dispensed with, either by driving
out or getting in the word, without interfering with the regularity of the
spacing. The compositorwho is careful on this point will find his advantage
in the preference given to his work, and in the respect attached to his char
acter as amaster ofhis
business.7
Table 1, is taken from a publication by the International Typographic Union (ITU) and
lists divisions to avoid. These same rules are reiterated in many of the printer's manuals.
This list helps emphasize some of the complexities that must be taken into account in
hyphenation/justification programs.Additionally the ITU advises:
If less than an em of space remains at the end of a line, space it out. If the
lines runs over a letter or two letters, space in, by substituting thin spaces for
regular spaces. If the line falls considerably short, either squeeze in the next
word by thin spacing, or divide it on a syllablewith a
hyphen.8
Though hyphenation is often necessary, it should be used cautiously. As John Johnson
states in his manual Typographia, (1824) "The appearance ofmany divisions down the side
of a page, and irregular spacing, are the two greatest defects in
printing."9 Hyphenation
should occur logically. As Horace Hart explains in Rules for Compositors and Readers at the
University Press, Oxford (1928), the principle of hyphenation is that "the part of the word
left at the end of a line should suggest the part commencing the next line. Such a division as
read-just is indefensible; it should be re-adjust; happi-ness, not
hap-piness."10
Table 1: Divisions to avoid
Source: International Typographic Union Bureau of Education
Avoid these divisions ifpossible:
1. Words of less than six letters.
2. Words of one syllable, regardless of length; as, strain, thrusts, strength
3. On a syllable of two letters at the ending or beginning of a line.
4. Words of two syllables pronounced as one; as, heaven, power, prayer, often, seven.
5. A small amount stated in figures.
6. Proper names, especially those of persons.
7. Initials of proper names, or such abbreviations as A.M., B.C., Y. M.C. A. ; 1492,A.D.
8. The last word of a page so as to carry a part of it to the next page.
9. More than two lines in succession.
10. Between such letter combinations as eau, gn, ph, sch, th, and the like, when
pronounced as one syllable (double ss alone excepted).
11. A reference letter or figure; as (1), (2), or (a), (b), at the end of a line, carrying over
the matter to which it refers.
12. Do not divide on a single figure and comma and do not divide dollars and cents.
13. One-syllable words changed to two syllables by adding s or es for the plural must
not be divided; as spac-es, dish-es, hous-es, priz-es. Ces, hes, ses, and zes are not
recognized suffixes.
14. A single-letter syllable within aword should be placed at the end and not at the
beginning of a line; as hom-i-cide, homi-cide; pronunci-a-tion, pronouncia-tion;
par-a-graph, para-graph.
15. In foreign words, divide on the vowel: Di-nant,Ma-lines, Ce-zanne. Do not separate
the French gn, Italian gli, Polish cz and sz: Ser-gui-gny, Pa-gliac-ci, Bu-czacz,
To-ma-aszow.
16. The use of the hyphen to indicate an omitted word; as 10- and 25-cent boxes, is not
good practice. It is much better to repeat the word; as, 10-cent and 25-cent boxes.
17. Divisions are to be avoided as much as possible in wide measure.
10
Currently, hyphenation/justification algorithms are one of the most studied features
ofword processing and page layout programs.Automation in this respect has been around
since the beginning of desktop publishing; however, the quality is still improving. The big
gest problem produced by these programs is that some allow for letterspacing as well as
wordspacing to fit a line. This feature maybe turned off in the program's preferences. Pref
erences can also be adjusted to determine the number of hyphens allowed in a row and the
minimum word size before and after the break. Most software programs have a dictionary
which can be edited to include exceptions to the hyphenation/justification rules.
Adobe InDesign now utilizes what is defined as a "multi-line The multi
line composer can look up to six lines ahead to determine the best hyphenation. This same
idea was used by Donald Knuth's TeX program which dealt with hyphenation a paragraph
at a time and alsowith the HZ-program developed byHermann Zapfwith the help ofPeter
Karow. The HZ-Program utilizes Knuth's TeX program and also uses Gutenberg's concept
of subtly adjusting letter shape and kerning to help improve uniformity of
spacing.11
Widow/Orphan Control
Widows and orphans are illustrated in figure 3.An orphan
occurs when the first line of a paragraph is the last line on
the page.Awidow occurswhen the last line of a paragraph
is the first line of a page and a typographic widow occurs
when the last line of a paragraph contains a single word or
two or three small words.
MacKellar expresses emphatically, "The last line of
a paragraph should not on any account begin a page,
neither should the first line of a paragraph come at the
bottom of the
page."12
Other manuals reiterate the same
message.
Twoways to compensate forbad page breaks are pos
sible. As The Chicago Manual of Style states, "Bad breaks










Pages are allowed to run a line short or long to remedy a bad break,
as long as facing pages match. Pages can also be adjusted by manipulating justification
rules, especially if the bad break only involves oneword. This process is explained by Joseph
Moxon in his manual Mechanick Exercises (1694):
Ifhe [the compositor] finds he shall have but a little singleword in his break,
he either sets wide to drive a word or two more into the break-line, or else
he sets close to get in that little word, because a line with only a little word
in it, shews almost like a white line, which unless it be properly plac'd, is not
pleasing to a curious
eye.14
The following table, taken from The Chicago Manual ofStyle, contains a list of bad para
graph breaks that should be avoided:
Table 2: Bad paragraph breaks
Source: The ChicagoManual ofStyle, University ofChicago Press
Bad Paragraph Breaks:
1. A widow, that is, a short line one word or two or three little ones (some say
anything less than a full line) at the top of a page.
2. A recto [right hand] page that ends with the first part of a broken word.
3. At the foot of a page or column.A subhead should be followed by at least two lines
of text.
4. A section break consisting of a blank line (or a type device in an otherwise blank
line) falling at the head or foot of a page or column. Such a section break should, if
possible, be preceded or followed by at least two lines of text.
5. An extract beginning on the last line or ending on the first line of a page or
column. There should be at least two lines in either place.
6. A footnote that does not begin on the same page as its reference. At least two lines of
the note should fall on the page containing the reference before the note continues
onto the next page.
12
Line Length
It is difficult for the eye to follow across a long line of small type, just as it is equally hard to
read large type set in a short measure. The ITU states:
It is known that a long line of large type can be read with greater ease
than the same line set in small type. From these conclusions, scientists have
attempted to prove that the ideal measure for easy reading, taking into con
sideration the size of type, is approximately one and one-half times the
length of the lower-case alphabet when set in type.15
Many printers disagree and prefer to use twice the alphabet length. According to the most
recent Chicago Manual of Style (1993), "As a rule, text matter intended for continuous
reading (as opposed to reference material) should be set in lines neither too wide nor too
narrow for comfortable reading. Ideally the line should accommodate 65 to 70
characters."16
Their recommendation is nearing three alphabet lengths. Margins continue to grow nar
rower in order to save paper and money. Examples of different line lengths (measures) are












Line length of70 characters
Figure 4: Various line lengths
13
Pageswith double columns are often used to fit more information, yet still allow easy
reading. This is particularly common with reference materials. Shorter line lengths require
less leading and allow for smaller type, making this format even more economical. Usually
one pica is allowed between columns as a divider.
No automation is present in desktop publishing software applications for determin
ing ideal line length; however, desktop publishing applications havemade it easier to design
multi-column documents.
Indention
As John Smith in The Printer's Grammar (1755) explains, the goal of paragraph indention
is to "indent the first line thereof far enough to distinguish is from the preceding line, in
case it should be quite
full."17
Larger indention is necessary with longer lines to make the
paragraphmore apparent. Indention is usuallymeasured in em and en spaces. In the days of
metal type, thesewere referred to as en and em quadrates. Thewidth of these spaces depend
upon the particular typeface being used. An em space is equal to the width of the largest
character in the font, and an en space is equal to half of that width.
Text in measures shorter than 18 picas
should be indented one em space.
Text in measures 19-23 picas should be
indented 1.5 em spaces.
Text in measures larger than 24 picas should be indented
two em spaces. This is necessary to better distinguish the
paragraph beginning.
Figure 5: Indention for short and longmeasures
Charles Timperley explains in The Printer's Manual (1838): "The first line of a new
paragraph is indented according to the width of the page, but not less than an m quadrat
ofwhatever size the letter of the work may
be."18
The ITU gives more exact instructions:
"In ordinary straightmatter,measures up
to 18 picas wide should be indented one em; mea-
14
sures wider than 18 picas should be indented more according to the
measure."19
Typogra
pher and RIT School ofPrinting professorArchie Provan agrees: "type up to 18 picas should
be indented one em, type 19-23 picas should be indented one and a half ems and measures
24-30 picas should be indented two ems."20 The ITU goes on to say: "Small type should
never be set in wide measures, no matter how it is indented. Six-point matter 30 picas or
more wide is an abomination typographically and it is an irritation to most
readers."21
Indention is not necessary if there is an initial letter or for the first paragraph of a
chapter or section. Theodore De Vinne writes in Modern Methods of Book Composition
(1914): "The first line of a chapter, or any line following a short subheading or a running
title, or with a full white line over it needs no
indention."22
The Chicago Manual of Style
agrees: "It is usual to omit the paragraph indention, setting the first line flush left. This is
often done after subheads
also."23
The default indention in most software programs, whether desktop publishing pro
grams or otherwise, is a
half-inch tab space. This does not take into account line length, and
is generally larger than necessary or than is aesthetically pleasing. To adjust this, the user
can re-adjust the tabs or use keystrokes to obtain em and en spaces. The keystroke for an en
space is option-space, and for an em space, option-space-space. Some programs nowmake
it easier to obtain en and em spaces, by selecting them from a pull down menu. Another
option is to set the desired paragraph indention under paragraph formats or style sheets.
Leading
Leading is the amount ofspace that separates lines of type. Increasing leading often increases
legibility, particularly when setting lines in all capitals (shown in figure 6). The factors
which must be taken into accountwhen determining leading are type size, line length, and
the general characteristics of the typeface's design. Being somewhat of an aesthetic judge
ment, there is no set formula for calculating leading.
DeVinne explains, "Unleaded thin-spaced composition is preferred by the disciples of
William Morris [of the Kelmscott press], but it is not liked by the average reader,who does
need a perceptible white blank between words or lines of
print."24
15
TEXT SET IN ALL CAPITALS NEEDS MORE
LEADING THAN TEXT SET IN UPPER AND
LOWER CASE LETTERS.
TEXT SET IN ALL CAPITALS NEEDS MORE
LEADING THAN TEXT SET IN UPPER AND
LOWER CASE LETTERS.
Figure 6: Leading lines ofall capitals
Some typefaces are crowded for space and require extra leading to look good; others
having long ascenders or descenders require less leading. The x-height of the typeface,
shown in figure 7, is a major factor in determining leading. The x-height of a typeface is
the height of the lowercase x. The larger the x-height, the more
leading is required. Similarly, for larger type sizes and longer line
lengths, more leading is required. The importance of leading is
described in The Chicago Manual ofStyle:
Tx x-height
Figure 7: X-height
The larger the type size, the more leading is required to prevent the eye
from being distracted by the lines above and below the one being read.
Also, the wider the line of type, the greater the leading needed, because
the eye moving from the end of one line to the beginning of the next
takes a long jump, and in closely set material the eye may easily jump to
the wrong
line.25
Typefaces with smaller x-heights and longer
ascenders and descenders, such as this one, require
less leading than typefaces with larger x-heights as
the one shown below.
Typefaces with large x-heights and short
ascenders and descenders, such as this one,
require more leading than typefaces with
smaller x-heights, such as the one shown in
the example above.
Figure 8: Leading lines ofdifferent x-heights
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Type set in long measures requires more
leading for easier reading. Shorter measures
do not require as much leading.
Type set in long measures requires more leading for easier
reading. Shorter measures do not require as much leading. Type
set in long measures requires more leading for easier reading.
Shorter measures do not require as much leading.
Figure 9: Leading lines ofdifferent measures
In most software applications, the leading for typefaces defaults to an automatic set
ting, which is close to single spacing. This is acceptable in some, but not all situations. The
automatic values increase with point size, but do not vary with x-height or line length.
Typically, the default leading value is calculated as 120% of the point
size.26
This value may
be adjusted by the user within the programs preferences.
Letterspacing
Increasing the space between letters is known as WITHOUT LETTERSPACING
letterspacing. (Shown in Figure 10) Letterspacing
WITR LETTERSpACING
is done to improve readability and to
compen-
Figure 10: Letterspacing
sate for different letter shapes. This is especially
necessary with type set in all capitals. De Vinne explains, "Lines of capital letters should
always be leaded and spaced wider than the letters of
lower-case."27
Letterspacing is rarely
necessarywith lower-case letters and should generally be avoided. Letterspacing should not
be used to help justify a line, except as an absolute last resort.
Letterspacing is also referred to as optical or visual spacing because it is done to
achieve proper optical fit between letters. Tall letters appear closer together than low or
angled letters. According to De Vinne, "in an unspaced line, all meeting types with vertical
stems seem huddled, while types with angular form seem awkwardly
separated."28
To fix
this problem, the letters with upright stems should be letterspaced.
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The ChicagoManual of Style suggests avoiding letterspacing, but adds: "authors and
editors should be aware, however, that some combinations of letters, particularly in the
italic alphabets, give the illusion ofmore space between
them."29
They suggest that although
letterspacing is aesthetically pleasing, it is not incorrect to set capitalswithout letterspacing.
When letterspacing lines,v &
NOWORDSPACING WITH LETTERSPACING





the wordspacing. This is mus-
trated in figure n. Additionally,
Fiure 11: 4RP^'S appropriate wordspacing
with letterspacing
it is important to letterspace the
entire line evenly, making sure that some letters do not appear closer together than others.
In desktop publishing applications, manual controls exist within the control palettes
to adjust letterspacing. Ifkerning tables are available, positive letterspacingvalues can some
times be added. Letterspacing is only done automatically in relation to justification.
Kerning
Kerned letters were originally defined as yo We To Wo Ya we w. y. Xy Vo
"types that have part of the face hang- No kerning
ing over either one or both sides of
Yo We To Wo Ya we w. y. Xy Vo
the
body."30
Kerning improves the fit .
Metric kerning
of lowercase characters and is some
times referred to as negative letterspac- Yo We To Wo Ya we w. y. Xy Vo
ing.When certain capitals, like T and Y Optical kerning
are placed next to lowercase letters, it _. Tjrr
Figure 12: Kerning
is often desirable to let the top of the
uppercase letter hang over the lowercase letter if it has no ascender. Philip Luckombe, in his
manual The History andArt ofPrinting (1771). writes:
"
in the roman, f, f [long s], j, are the
only kerned letters; but in the italic, d, g, j, I, y are kerned on one side; and /and/ [long s] , on
both sides of the face. Most italic capitals are kerned on one side of the
face."31
Luckombe
goes on to call attention to the most problematic letter pairs. The careful typographer will
watch out for many other combinations. Examples ofkerning pairs are shown in figure 12.
The ChicagoManual ofStyle only talks about kerning in relation to automation within
desktop publishing. Currently in the major desktop publishing applications,
"metric"
kern
ing tables are used for each typeface. These tables are built into the typeface by fontmanu
facturers and contain kerning values for each letter combination. They can be adjusted by
the user and turned on and off through the application preferences. Though theyworkwell,
some applications do a better job than others. Kerning can also be done manually in these
programs. Adobe InDesign is the first program to offer automatic optical kerning. Optical
kerning is determined by a
characters'
optical shape, rather than with kerning
tables.32
This
method is generally more pleasing; however both fall short with large type. Examples of
optical vs. metric kerning are also shown in figure 12. Optical kerning ismost valuable when
no kerning tables for a typeface exist.
Ligatures
Ligatures, also known as double or tied letters, were originally formed by combining one
kerned letterwith
another.33
This helped prevent breakage, as well as providing an aesthetic
quality similar to some of the joined letters drawn by scribes. The roman fwas the most
liable to accidents when cast in metal
type.34
In his 1879 manual, MacKellar wrote, "The
double letters inmodern use are ff, fi, ffi, fl, ffl; and these are so cast to prevent the breaking
of the beak of the fwhen used before a tall
letter."35
Controversies have ensued over the advantages of ligatures. The number of ligatures
used over the years has fluxuate. Many manuals did not encourage their use because it
made the job of the compositormore difficult. Ligatureswere often thought of as expensive
because, as Johnson stated, "the damaging of one letter is the destruction of
two."36
Smith, in his 1755 manual, says many of the older ligatures, such as ('as', 'is', 'us', 'ft',
'ra', 'ta') ought "to be omitted, and regarded as useless; or else, on their arrival be flung into
the Metal-basket, without giving them a place which may be taken up with more useful
sorts."37
Most of these ligatures are unheard of today. Luckombe in his 1771 manualwrites,
"Double letters are ae, ce, ct, ft, w. They are the only ligatures that have been thought fit to
be preserved. The other double letters are
contrived."38
Strangely, he does not include the f
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ligatures, that are more commonly found today. Stower in reference to ligatures states, "we
would advise the dispensing with every sort but what is really
necessary."39
Many ligatures were done away with after the replacement of the long s (f) with the
round s (s). The round s was introduced by John Bell in 1785, in his edition of the British
Classics and gradually became adopted by
all.40
Thomas Adams writes:
The introduction of the round s, instead of the long, was looked upon as
a valuable improvement in the art of printing, and we see no reason why
the beak of the f could not be gracefully thrown back on its own body, and
thereby save the founder the inconvenience ofkerning it, and the printer the
expense and trouble of kerned and double letters.41
Though changing a letter shape has occurred in the past, (with the long s for example) it is
not a change that can be made overnight. Too many typefaces would have to be redesigned.
Johnson writes of the work of Lord Stanhope to reshape the letter f in his effort to abolish
ligatures: "We should have no objection to his [Stanhope's] plan for abolishing the double
letters attached to the f, provided it could be done without destroying the beauty of that
character."42
Today ligatures are used for appearance rather
than necessity. The ITU agrees "these combinations
look better than letters used singly because of the
interference of the projection of the fwith the 1 and
the dot over the
i."43
The ChicagoManual ofStyle talks
about the use of as and ce dipthongs with foreign
words, but does not discuss the f ligatures. Today's
most commonly used ligatures are shown in table 3.
Current desktop publishing programs can be
set in the preferences to automatically substitute the
f ligatures for individual letters pairs. Often, this will confuse the spell checker; however,
some programs have found away to avoid this problem. Unfortunately, not all typefaces are
designed to include ligatures.When purchasing typefaces, users should check for ligatures.






Table 3: Commonly used ligatures
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Small Capitals
Small capitals have the same shape and the same stem width as regular capitals; however,
they are shorter in height. True small capitals should be equal in height to the x-height of
the lowercase letters. X-height is illustrated in figure 7, p. 15. Many small capitals are actu
ally slightly taller than this. They are used to give stronger emphasis to a word than might
be conveyed by setting it in italic. MacKellar explains, "The first word of every section or
chapter is commonly put in small caps. Headings are commonly in small
caps."44
Small
capitals need the same attention with letterspacing and leading as large capitals and should
be used sparingly for better readability.
The availability of true small capitals has always been a problem, both in the days
of metal type and today. Printers and compositors have found ways of getting around this
problem; their solution, however, is generally not typographically pleasing. Evidence of
these practices is shown in a statement in Luckombe's 1771 manual: "We do not strictly
mean small capitals which are cast to their respective founts; but rather such are made arti
ficially, by putting an initial letter of a larger size before the letters which are to look as
if they were small capitals.
"45
The problem with this practice is the stem weights will not
match the true capitals and the effect is visually unpleasing.
Similarly, many digital typefaces do not contain
a proper set of small capitals. When they do contain
small capitals they are generally found in an accompa
nying
'expert'
set. If no expert set is available, many





generated small capitals.These are generally regular
cap- Table 4: True small capitals vs.
... 111 n/ t-u * u machine generated small capitals
ital letters scaled down to 70%. This percentage can be
* ^
adjusted; however, no matter what the percentage, the result is not pleasing. In QuarkX
Press and Adobe PageMaker, these machine-generated small capitals are created with the
simple press of a button in the control palette. Adobe InDesign has a similar feature; how
ever, ifan expert set is available, the true small capitals are utilized.An example of true small






Table 5: Old style figures vs.
modern figures
Numerals
Two types of numerals (or figures) exist: modern (lining
or non-ranging) and old-style (non-aligning or ranging).
Examples of these are shown in table 5. Typographers gen
erally prefer old-style figures, but will accept the use of
modern figures in tabular work. Old-style figures can be
difficult to find. Many of the new digital typefaces are no
longer created with old-style figures. If old-style figures
exist, they are generally found in the expert set with the
true small capitals.
C. Stower, in his manual The Printer's Grammar (1808), refers to the modern figures
as "an
improvement,"
yet Hansard's Typographia (1825), disagrees with this statement, com
plaining of their "stiff
uniformity."
Hansard admits, however, that modern figures have
been "almost universally
adopted."46
Hansard justifies his preference, explaining: "there
is a relief to the eye, and a help to the reading of them [old-style figures], which is by
no means afforded in the modern-cut lining-
figures."47
MacKellar agrees with Hansard,
adding: "though uniform in height and appearance, we do not deem themodern figures an
improvement on the variously-lining figures formerly in vogue, and now happily coming
again into
use."48
It is often argued that old-style figures are easier to read and distinguish.Withmodern
figures, 3 and 8 can be mistaken, as well as 6, 9 and 0.Whichever numerals are chosen, it is
important not to mix old-style and modern figures in the same publication without special
instructions to do so. The ChicagoManual of Style does not express a preference between
figures, except that aligning figures should be used in tabular matter. Often the decision
regardingwhich figures to use is based simply on availability. The ITU states:
Modern figures are preferred in setting tables, newspaper work, scientific
publications, fractions and wherever easy reading is essential. Old-style fig
ures are especially popular in high-class ads, booklets, announcements, and
other works where beauty or uniqueness is desirable.
49
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The default figures used in desktop publishing applications are almost alwaysmodern
aligning figures. To substitute old-style figures can be time consuming.With the introduc
tion a new font technology, Open Type, more automation is expected in this respect in the
near future.
Image Runaround
With the advent of desktop publishing, combining text and illustration is easier than ever;
however, some precautions must be made in doing so.White space is necessary to help bal
ance the page. DeVinnewrites passionately on the subject: "The jamming of text types close
against illustrations or up to large initial letters is equally
objectionable"
He compares this
sin to the overcrowding of letters set in all
capitals.50
He goes on to explain:
The blank space to be allowed above, below or by the side of cuts [illustra
tions] or narrow tables must be governed by the general openness or close
ness of the composition. ... for very open composition two or even three
picas may be used; for solid composition about one pica. An illustration is
damaged in appearance when it crowds the type of the
text.51
Many experts agree that the spacing around an image should be roughly equal to the para
graph leading. Providing too muchwhite space is generally preferable to providing too little
white space around an image.
In desktop publishing applications, this space is referred to as image runaround or
text wrap. It can be adjusted independently for each side of the illustration. If text is to run
over an illustration, the space value should be set to
"none."
In QuarkXPress the default set-
Image runaround set to
one point. Image run
around set to one point.
Image runaround set to
one point. Image run
around set to one point. Image
runaround set to one point. Image run
around set to one point.
Image runaround set to none. Image
runaround set to none. Image run
around set to none. Image runaround
set to none. Image runaround set to
none. Image runaround set to none.
Image runaround set to none. Image
runaround set to none. Image run
around set to none.
Figure 13: Default image runaround: lpt. vs. none
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ting is 1 point. Generally, that is not enough, yet the program always defaults to this setting.
In theAdobe applications, the default setting is none; however, the programwill remember
a new amount if the setting is adjusted with no documents open.
Initial letters
Initial letters, sometimes referred to in earlier manuals as two-line letters, are attention get
ting characters, larger than the text, that usually appear at the beginning of a chapter or
section. Supporting their use, De Vinne writes "They should be used
oftener."52
Samples of
initial letters can be seen in figure 14.
RINT ROOM keepers are assumed to
speak with iveight and authority when
prints come into the picture. Mr. Ivins
adds to the qualifications of keeper and
curator the widespread knowledge, ac
quaintance, appreciation, understanding ofthe amateur
in the best sense of the word a thoroughgoing
loverofprintsfrom the days of his youth.
An amateur,
but no dilettante, he combines the amateur's devotion
with the professional's thoroughness.
ilRINTING began in a period
of extravagant decoration.
To look at the engraved por
traits of the magnates of the
fifteenth and sixteenth cen
turies and note the laces and
ruffs, the silks and velvets,
worn by men and women, is
to be convinced that simpli
city was not then in fashion. There were some
printed books of this period which were decorated
as profusely as the garments, but the decoration
\J^,tnucrl?pntea tiaamli*i>t8. fatVT radulpfouGnuunmmiftcr toatis t>ia (ettrunvunin;
armpcoia capuop-Salmm Dno-Cii folios r*ada<oieSbb Allcvnfctr jp qrtue -<ct6ns cUmia jp fc)u<!.ct
ipop qiutilM.omibwifttelibj <5 ad fiifteiitaro; ojdnuapdi*mentis
poa^rmtadiwne.manoB'iicl.
it trmi<fKB6 ptmricqapirermVno rU*aucrmt<5olentesmfapat
ftatue8g> sfaftibp-ijfoiotibj
ftaecrnitao's wdmia ciufocj.fi coic ad quae fpj<*aurmt fetatmeerdidt-ipofo rowipn'gerir.mfisjecoieari
ant notan'mmrdt<!>i fucrm t . fcpulrucnoneg^iaft>'PTetena>roCiis
ClemJa pfauie licfoaj aref
btifntnbyiftxmty ft>-ut ipi anrtnao pfbimu
ianun jfelTbtc di'^epeflmt^coaiquetibjeotadcj jtbi
RELUCTANCE to enforce the Printing Act after 1691 encour
aged the appearance of several weekly or bi-weekly literary
^papers in that year. The news publishers, being more vul
nerable, were more cautious: they waited until their right to
appear was incontestable, and only after May 1695 was there a
florescence of newspapers.
Figure 14: Examples of initial letters
Initial letters can be either raised or sunken. Raised initials were more common in the
eighteenth century, but were not appropriate with compact composition because of the
additional space necessary for their
use.53
In his 1825 manual, Hansard encouraged the use
55
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of raised rather than sunken initials referring to them as "much neater and now generally
used."54
Raised initials are seen less frequently today than sunken initials.
According to De Vinne, "Types that immediately follow a large initial may be small
capitals or full capitals. Small capitals should be preferredwhen theymake perfect
lining."
Depending on the editor, small caps may be used for the first word, phrase or line.
The biggest problem with setting initial letters is obtaining proper alignment. As De
Vinne explains, "the top of a two-line initial should line with the top of the types in its fol
lowing first line of text, and the foot of that initial should also exactly line with the foot
of the second line of text."56 Additionally, the initial should align, or in some cases opti
cally align with the left hand margin. Optical alignment is preferredwith initials with large
serifs, (see figure 15) Alignment
ANY mmAL LETTERS WITH LARG SERJFS
was more difficult to obtain with j\/1 snould be aligned optically with the left
.
, ,
-L ? JL side of the text block. This means aligning
metal type; however, there are no . ^ ^ ^i 1 -r r 1 1
the stem, rather than the serif of the letter.
excuses formisalignment in digi-
Figure 15: Optical alignment ofinitial letters
tal typography.
Today, the most common type of initial found in books and magazines is the sunken
three-line initial. In the days ofmetal type, two-line initials were more common because
the metal type did not allow for mortising. Type is mortised around larger initials to avoid
large empty spaces. Particularly this is necessary for sloped or curved letters, as shown
in figure 16. In his early twentieth century
AN EXAMPLE OF A MORTISED INITIAL
manual De Vinne wrote: "For the ordinary /\ letter is shown here. The text fits
book the plain two-line initial of standard
-^*- around the shaPe of the letter-
Mortising is necessary with curved or
width is most
favorable."57
Today, because of slanted initial letters.
the electronic improvements, three-line ini- _. ^ .. .,...,,r
Figure 16: Mortised initial letter
tials are more common.
Sunken initial letters are now commonly referred to in the electronic world as drop
caps. The easiestway to create drop caps in some programs is by creating a separate text box
for the initial and setting the appropriate runaround. (The spacing around the letter should
be determined similarly to image runaround.) This method works well for some initials,
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but does not allow formortising. To mortise the type, it is best to set tabs by hand,with the
runaround set to none. This can become time consuming and complicated.
Automation is present in most desktop publishing applications to create drop caps.
Though easier than the method presented previously, it presents the same problem with
mortising type. The program allows you to set the number of lines and the number of
letters to include in the sunken initial. The advantage is that the alignment becomes auto
mated. No programs offer any sort of automation for creating raised initials.
Reference Marks
According to Thomas MacKellar: "References are the marks and signs employed to direct
the attention of the reader to notes in the margin or at the bottom of the page."58 Several
different ways of denoting references are possible; however, there is general agreement
among writers as to which is the most preferable method.
Many of the manuals studied contained almost
identicalwritings on reference marks. Eachbegan by dis
cussing what are commonly known as printer's marks,
shown in table 6. One of the major limitations of these
reference marks is their quantity. They are only appro
priate for articles with fewer than six references. Occa
sionally, the marks are seen doubled; however, this is
unattractive and can cause confusion.
Table 6: Winter's reference marks
These printer's marks, as Luckombe states, "were designed to serve for other purposes
than they have done of
late."59
None was originally designed to serve as a reference mark.
Luckombe, Stower, Adams, Johnson and Hansard all agreed with Smith's statement: "It
would not have been one of the least improvements, had some other marks been devised
which should have appeared in a more becoming shape than the above references, and
more perspicuous than superiors of the least
size."60
The only one of these marks that is thought to have redeeming qualities as a refer










the References,which presents itselfmost readily to the eye, on account of having its figure
a-top, and leaving a blank below; which makes it a
Superior"61
If other marks were ever
created, they should probably be designedwith these qualities in mind.
The most recent Chicago Manual of Style does not even mention the printers refer
ence marks shown in Table 6. It concentrates mainly on the proper use of superior figures.
Horace Hart agrees that references should be made using superior figures, except for math
ematical texts,where symbols should be used to avoid
confusion.62
This same sentiment has been reiterated by many authors. Luckombe writes: "the
references that look the neatest, besides being the most proper, are Superior Letters, or
else Superior Figures, for both were originally contrived and intended to be employed in
Matter that is explained by
Notes."63
MacKellar agrees, "The neatest referenceswhen many
are required in books are either superior letters or superior
figures."64
Generally, superior
figures, rather than letters are used because of their unlimited quantity.
Another form of reference mark seen occasionally is a figure enclosed in parentheses,
often in italic. Cornelius VanWinkle, in his manual The Printer's Guide (1818), writes:
Figures [and often letters] enclosed in parentheses have also been used as
references, but they have a clumsy appearance. Superior figures and letters,
which have lately come in use, are certainly the neatest, and preferable to the
others, except where the type used for notes is very
small.65
Van Winkle brings up the biggest drawback to the use of superior figures: size. Depending
on the point size used, they can be difficult to read. Johnson adds, "superiors of the smallest
size are not only inconvenient to the reader, but also troublesome to the
pressman."66
Additionally, there are rules for the way in which the references are setup. Surprising
little is said on this matter in most of the printer's manuals; however, The ChicagoManual
ofStyle goes into great detail on
this subject.
Desktop publishing applications do not contain any automation for creating refer
ences; however, complete automation of this process is available in many word processing
applications as part of their footnoting feature. From the pull down menus, the user can
select "insert The application then inserts a superior figure and opens a new
window for the user to type the footnote. Automatic re-numbering is done if a footnote is
inserted before an already established footnote.
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In the early days of printing, beginning with the incunabula period, printing was an art.
Printers were also often scholars trying to match the beauty of books produced by scribes.
According to historian R.A. Hewitt in his book Style for Print and ProofCorrecting: "Their
aim was to produce beautiful books that would bear comparison with their hand-written
prototypes."1
The type was set by hand with extreme care with the few typefaces that were
available. Time was not as big a consideration as it is today in most print shops, though
printers were attracted by the same economic considerations that apply today. A reader was
employed to minimize the number of errors in the set matter.
Gradually, the quality ofprinting declined and most shops no longer employed read
ers. According to Hewitt, "the first folio of Shakespeare's works, issued in 1623, has some
20,000 typographical mistakes, and other publications of that period were little or no
better."2
Most printers did not put the care into their work that their predecessors had;
thus, the typography suffered.A publication of the International Typographic Union (ITU)
notes: "Sometimes entire editions had to be destroyed because they contained so many
errors as to make them of no practical or technical use whatsoever. The copies of many
splendid examples of early work of the masters are marred by innumberable typograph
ical
errors."3
By the eighteenth century, many printers realized that something had to be done to
bring respect back to their profession. Grudgingly, printers began to spend the extramoney
to employ proofreaders; however, initially it was not considered a position of respect. It
tookmany years for printers to realize





responsibilities grew to include "preserving continuity of style, correct
ing faulty grammar and punctuation, verifying references, making sure that impositions,
margins and registers were correct, that libellous statements do not go undetected, making
literals, wrong founts, transpositions, batters,
etc."4
Gradually the quality of printing and
typography rose, but in most cases, never to the position it had once been. The ITU stated
in a publication:
Everyone who knows the history of printing and who has studied its evo
lution from earliest times will justly accord to the finished and competent
proofreader equal professional standingwith men and women of compara
ble ability in law,medicine, engineering, or any other of the so-called learned
professions.5
TheHistory of Typographic StyleManuals
In the late nineteenth century, a proofreader at the University ofChicago Press began com
piling a list a basic style rules for typography. This list of rules grew and evolved into what
is now known as The Chicago Manual of Style, one of the industry's most well known
manuals.6
Over the decades this manual has been updated to take into account technologi
cal advances that have affected the publishing industry. The Chicago Manual of Style has
become themost accepted reference on editorial and typographic style in the United States.
Of the twelfth edition, the editors write, "although this twelfth edition is essentially a new
book, its editors have built upon foundations laid down by their
predecessors."7
This is true
ofmany typographic manuals. Often manuals are so closelywritten to previous work that
they are encroaching on plagiarism. In an article on the history of typographic manuals
Lawrence Wroth explains, "It has been recorded many times, indeed, in writings on typog
raphy, that each successive manual was based upon its immediate predecessor, and further,
that all of them were ultimately sprung from a common
original."8
Particularly, this is true
of early manuals. In an attempt to illustrate this fact, Wroth developed the "family
tree"
shown in Figure 18.
Though The Chicago Manual of Style is probably the most commonly referenced
manual today, it is certainly not the first. Joseph Moxon'smanual,Mechanick Exercises,
pub-
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Moxon, 1683 = Fertel, 1723
Smith, 1755 = Moxon, 1683
Luckombe, 1770 = Smith, 1755 and 1787
Stower, 1808 = Smith, 1755
i
VanWinkle, 1818
Johnson, 1824 = Hansard, 1825
Adams, 1837 MacKellar, 1866
Figure 17: Family tree ofhistorically important typographic style manuals
Source: Lawrence Wroth, "Corpus Typographicum: A Review of English and American
Printers
Manuals,"
The Dolphin 2 (1935): 169.
lished in 1683, "was by 40 years the earliest manual of printing in any language, and it put in
writing a knowledge that was wholly
traditional."9
Why had there not been a manual writ
ten before this time? Printers guarded their trade secrets well, and were reluctant to divulge
theirmethods. ByMoxon's time however, the "art andmysterywas less closely guarded than
in the preceding centuries of their
existence."10
Moxon's manual, became the basis by which all other manuals were written. In the
preface to a twentieth-century reprint of his manual, the editors Herbert Davis and Harry
Carter state, "He [Moxon] did his work so well that it was appropriated by compilers of
technical encyclopedias and
printers'
grammars; so that parts ofMoxon, disguised under
other names, remained a standard
textbook."11
Moxon's bookwas printed in three editions
during his lifetime, the last one being published in
1703.12
Though the manual only has a
small section devoted to composition and typography, it helped to lay the groundwork for
many later publications.
Over seventy years passed before another manual was published in English. Mean




It is thought, that at that time the French typographic community was not familiar
with Moxon's manual and that Fertel's manual is all original work. Fertel's manual distin
guished itselfwith the amount of attention it gave to the aesthetics of typography.
John Smith's manual, Printer's Grammar, published in 1755, relied heavily on Moxon
and Fertel as sources. Smith, in this highly regarded manual, describes Moxon as "inge
nious."14
In turn, Smith's manual was used as a source by many later authors. Wroth
describes the importance of Smith's work:
The value of Smith's restatement of the percepts ofMoxon and Fertel is tes
tified to by the extent to which it was incorporated in the work of its suc
cessors. For more than a century following its publication, this book was
continuously drawn upon as a source and more than once copied verbatim
or in paraphrase bywriters of
manuals.15
Though Smith's writing stylewas updated, his general layout and information was used as a
basis for Luckombe's History andArt ofPrinting, Stower's Printer's Grammar, VanWinkle's
The Printer's Guide, Johnson's Typographia, Hansard's Typographia, Timperley's Printer's
Manual,
Adams'
Typographia andMacKellar's TheAmerican Printer. These authors all bor
rowed freely from Smith, as well as each other. Passages can be found in many of these
manuals that are identical, particularly in the typographic and composition chapters. They
vary primarily in the amount of historical information which they include.
In Luckombe's 1771 manual, History and Art ofPrinting, he speaks of his use of the
work ofprevious authors:
The Practical Instructions are the united opinions of the most experienced
of the trade, from whose labours the knowledge of the origin and improve
ments in the Art have been conveyed to the present period, and from whose
words we have made copious extracts, several of which are in the authors
own words, though not pointed out as
such.16
More than half of Luckombe's book is devoted to the history of printing, with the later
half consisting ofpractical instructions
for printers. Luckombe is referred to byWroth as a
"literary
hack."17
OfLuckombe's sections on type, composing and presswork,Wrothwrites





Unfortunately,when rewriting these texts, Luckombe failed to eliminate sec
tions that were no longer relevant due to improved technology.




Grammar \s the groundwork of this publication; and what
ever in him was found to be worth preserving, is here introduced; though
I now regret my having so closely adopted his phraseology, which is rather
stiff and antique. Luckombe's History ofPrintinghas also furnished me with
several important and useful articles.19
In addition, Stower included in his manual several articles by contemporary authors.Wroth
writes approvingly of Stower: "In general the work is Moxon filtered through Smith and
Luckombewith such intelligent rephrasing, omission, and addition as show that thematter
itselfhad passed through Stower's mind as well as through his hands before itwas commit
ted to
paper."20
VanWinkle'smanual was the first relatively completemanual published in the United
States. On his reason for writing it he states:
The difficulty in procuring the
Printers'
Grammar of Mr. Stower in this
country, and the high price atwhich it has always sold, precluding the pos
sibility of its falling into the hands of those who most require it, first sug
gested the idea of publishing a work that might, in some respects, answer
as a substitute.We have, however, selected from Mr. Stower's Grammar all
that was considered of practical utility to the printer. Most of the extracts
have been more or less altered, in order to adapt them to this work; for
which reason, we have not given credit to those writers of whose labours
we have availed
ourselves.21
This book does indeed deviatemore from the set outline thanmany of the othermentioned
books; however, as stated in its introduction by Carey Bliss, "the section on composing is
almost word forword the same as Stower, and the other sections on type cases, presswork
and distribution follow Stowerwith little
change."22
VanWinkle sets himself apartwith his
information on American printing. Wroth describes VanWinkle's manual as, "an honor
able, unpretentious, and exceedingly credible summary ofknowledge and
practice."23
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Johnson's 1824 manual, Typographia, is one of the most well known manuals, pos
sibly because of the number of copies that were produced.Wroth writes of Johnson, "His
chapters I-VIII are Smith in subjects treated, in arrangement, and largely in language, com
bined with interpolations of his own and with recasting and paraphrase of statement so
ingeniouslymade as to form a new facade for the structure thus
reared."24
Parts of Johnson's
book can also be traced to Moxon, Stower and Luckombe.
Less than a year after Johnson's manual appeared, Thomas Hansard published his
printers'
manual, also called Typographia. Hansard writes of his manual "This work is pri
marily formed upon the basis of the Printer's Grammar published some years ago by Mr.
Stower."25
He explains his manualwas necessary because of "great alterations and improve
ments in conducting the various alterations of this
art."26
Hansard distinguished hiswriting
from Stower's bywriting in the first person. He explains in his preface, "whatever has been
retained verbatim from Stowerwill be known by the plural,
we."27
Hansard'smanual is well
respected because he made full acknowledgement in his preface of the sources from which
he drew his
materials."28
Comparing the manual to Johnson's,Wroth writes, "Neither is an
original creation, and both were drawn in large measure from the same sources. Hansard's
attitude toward the origin of his book was honest, while Johnson's was
disingenuous."29
Hansardwrites disapprovingly ofhis predecessors:
Stower says that Smith'swork was the foundations ofhis [manual]. It is very
clear to me that Luckombemade free use ofhis predecessor as far as hewent:
for upon a close comparison,much ofLuckombewill be found to be plagia
rized from Smith, altered a little in arrangement and phraseology; and that,
in his turn, Stower copied from
Luckombe.30
Thomas MacKellar says that "usefulness rather than originality has been aimed at in
the preparation of the American
Printer,"31 his manual on printing first published in 1866.
He admits that "extracts have been freely
made"
from earlier publications. Nevertheless,
of the eleventh edition the editors wrote, "the success of the American Printer is without a
parallel in typographical
literature."32
Wroth praised MacKellar for the acknowledgements
in his preface: "MacKellar modernized where necessary the instructions ofhis predecessors,
supplying passages based upon personal experience and salting them with
humor."33
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In the introduction to a reprint ofThomas Lynch's manual, first issued in 1859, Peter
VanWingen writes "Printer's manuals are notorious for the amount of material borrowed
from earlier writers. Lynch's manual is extraordinary in this respect, being deliberately
outside the Moxon-Stower-Johnson-Adams-MacKellar printing manual
tradition."34
This
being said, the manual still bears a strong resemblance to the aforementioned publications.
Lynch, however, was more diligent than most in documenting his sources and attempting
to rephrase instructive material whenever possible. Lynch'smanual is not as highly regarded
as some ofhis contemporaries, andwas originally published to be used by small print shops
in the Midwestern United States. Though it is not quite as esteemed, it has been described
as "very strong on technical
detail"
and was kept in print for thirteen
years.35
Adams'
Typographia (1844) has been criticized as one of theworst and boldest offend
erswhen it came to plagiarism. Further lessening public opinion ofhimself,Adams had the
nerve to point out the plagiarism of others.
Adams'
manual actually began as an abridged
reprint of Johnson's Typographia and it was not until later editions that Adams replaced
Johnson's name with his
own.36
De Vinne's manual, Modern Methods of Book Composition, first published in 1904,
was the first major publication to deviate from Smith's style. Though many of the general
topics and rules he discusses are similar, they are arranged and described in an original
way. De Vinne admits some of his suggestions "may seem trifles to those compositors who
rate speed higher than skill or good taste, but the remark of a great artist may here be
repeated, Trifles make perfection, and perfection is not a
trifle."37
De Vinne's work was
highly regarded; he was considered one of the greatestAmerican master printers. In a pub
lication by the International Typographic Union he is said to have "preserved a wealth of
valuable historical data and sound counsel on how to
print."38
Wroth describes De Vinne's
work as "an original creative study of the printing craft, informed by knowledge of the
past and enlightened by faith in modern mechanical methods and by the conviction that
through their thoughtful use the great traditions of typographymight still be carried
on."39
Another commonly used early
twentieth-
century style manual, particularly in the
United Kingdom, is Rules for Compositors and Readers at the University Press, Oxford. The
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first edition of this book was published in 1893; however, work on the publication actually
began in 1864 by a small group of men from the London Association of Correctors of the
Press. Examples provided in this bookwere intended especially for compositors and readers
at the Clarendon Presswhere the authors were employed. The first editions were given away
at no charge to readers, compositors, authors and any other interested parties. The publica
tion became very popular and people from all backgrounds became interested in obtaining
copies.When the authors discovered the market for this book, they decided to republish it
and sell it for a profit.40 Though much more condensed than The ChicagoManual ofStyle,
it is still a trusted source of information.
Other American manuals currently utilized in more specialized segments of the
industry include TheNew York TimesManual ofStyle (the accepted authority for newspaper
typography) and The U.S.GovernmentPrinting OfficeManual of Style.
Because the manuals described in this chapter are so similar, what incentive is there
for printers to purchase updated editions? Improvements and changes in technology are the
main reason that so many manuals have been produced and kept in publication. Though
many publishers have what is known as their own
'house'
style, most of the basic typo
graphic rules that they follow can be found in thesemanuals. Deviations in style commonly
occur in punctuation and grammarwhere the rules are unclear or have different interpreta
tions. Other deviations for these rules may occur for design purposes.
The International Typographic Union (ITU), founded in the 1850s, has been an
influential organization which provides publications educating printers on various topics.
Because of their great influence, their publications concerning typography and composi
tion were consulted as an additional source of information for this thesis project. As once
noted in one of their publications: "No matter how good the type, how perfect the press-
work, how fine the paper and artistic and gorgeous the binding, bad typographywill spoil
the
work."41
When asked when to expect the next edition of their highly regarded manual, the
University of Chicago Press replied, "Editions have historically been about a decade apart,
and themost recent appeared in 1993, so our 'millennium
edition'
will probably appear very




The History ofDesktop Publishing
Experimental electronic typesetting devices appeared as early as the 1940s; however, prog
ress was slow and it was not until the 'sixties that electronic phototypesetting became more
feasible.42
One of the obstacles facing these new technologies was image quality. Though
the electronic equipment was more efficient than its mechanical predecessors, it produced
lower quality text. Referring to a technology in the 'sixties known as the Digiset, Lawrence
Wallis, historian of typesetting technologies, writes: "One recalls the pronounced jaggies
and stair-casing at the edges of the characters which stimulated a great deal of adverse con
temporary comment. Speed of output was the prime stimulus for shifting to digital CRT
technology."43
Many short-lived devices emerged in the 'sixties and 'seventies. Quality improved
with the invention of theMonotype Lasercomp which was able to generate high resolution
images by means of a raster scan. This technology was driven by a raster image processor
(RIP) and was the first device to allow simultaneous imaging of text and
images.44
As desktop computer technology improved, publishing programs were not far behind.
In 1985 typesetting was forever changed by the coming together of the Apple Macintosh
computer, Aldus PageMaker software, Adobe PostScript page description language, and
Adobe/Linotype
fonts.45
The advent of desktop publishing has had a significant and last
ing effect on the printing and publishing industry. Cryptic function codes input from the
keyboard were virtually eliminated and replaced with user friendly interfaces. The concept
ofWYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) was introduced. Text and graphics could now
be combined and viewed on the computer screen before being sent to an output devise.
ThoughAldus PageMaker began the desktop publishing revolution, therewas quickly
competition. One year later, QuarkXPress was released and soon became the leading pro
fessional program. Adobe acquired PageMaker in 1994 from Aldus and narrowed the gap
between PageMaker and QuarkXPress by delivering two new versions, 6.0 and
6.5.46
Nev
ertheless, QuarkXPress has remained dominant and, despiteAdobe's attempts at upgrades,
PageMaker was "unofficially relegated to the small-office, home-office market a few years
ago."47
Understanding this reality, Adobe set its efforts on a new project, Adobe InDesign.
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As industry observer Karen Charlesworth noted in 1999 "the status quo in graphic design
software is about it
change."48
Most experts agree,Adobe InDesign is typographically supe
rior to any other software application on themarket. Though there are still some bugs to be
worked out, InDesign suggests a promising future for publishing software.
Though there are many lower-end programs geared toward the home market, one
company has stood out. Microsoft released its first version ofMicrosoft Publisher in 1991




Publisher was designed to be a program for small businesses trying to save money by
designing and printing their own projects. Publisher files were never intended to reach a
service bureau or imagesetter. Unfortunately, this was difficult for the public to understand
and has caused many headaches for prepress houses.
With the release of Publisher 2000, vast improvements in the program now allow
it to vye for a spot in the professional market. Typographically, however, it still has a long
way to go before it can compete with programs such as QuarkXPress, InDesign or even
PageMaker. Reviewer John Parsons explains: "Publisher lacksmost of the items thatwe have
grown to take for granted in composition programs: inline graphics, controls over widows
and orphans, grid alignment functions and adjustable column widths on a
page."50
Since
it lacks those features we have grown to depend on, why is the program so popular? Like
many of the lower-end programs it is less expensive, designed to
run onWindows systems
(more common in the office environment) and is easier to learn and use.With the number
of templates provided by Publisher and similar programs, it is easy to make anyone think
they are a designer.
Automation in Desktop Publishing
Author Richard Rubinstein asserts in his book, Digital Typography.
Quality once attained by conventional printing methods and specialists in
design and layout must now be attained more or less automatically, with a
minimum of user attention. However it is just plain hard to get good typo
graphic quality out of
computers. The issues are complex: Knowledge, art
and skill are required at several points in the process, and hardware is usually
not designed with typographic sensibilities in
mind.51
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There are many truths to this statement. No simple solution exists to the problems con
fronted in creating good typography with desktop publishing applications, particularly
when the user is not properly trained. Increased automation in software applications is the
best hope.
"Over the years, electronic layout programs have developed a
'standard'
set of features
designed to make page composition efficient and,wherever possible,
automatic,"52
explains
writer John Parsons. These automatic features include hyphenation and justification, inter
word and intercharacter spacing, style sheets for both individual characters and paragraphs,
master pages,widow and orphan controls, and textwrapping. Not every desktop publishing
application handles all of these features, particularly the lower-end applications. In addi
tion, these features are handled differently by different programs. In many programs the
features will not function optimally unless they are adjusted by the userwithin the applica
tions preferences. In an article written in 1991, Lawrence Wallis complains about hyphen
ation algorithms:
One witnesses daily the assaults on the English language by computer
hyphenation. Just as distracting and worrying are the vertical justification
algorithms applied by some computer programs. Space is disposed liberally,
irrationally, and to a point approaching disintegration of the type
matter.53
He attributes these problems to the lack of user training, as well as poor software design.
The question becomes:What standard is "good
enough?"
If so few people understand
proper typography, is it worthwhile to spend time programming such a sophisticated level
of automation into software programs? Rubinstein argues, "For themost part, good typog
raphy is not much more expensive
than bad typography, but it does require knowledge and
attention."54
If this knowledge and attention is applied at the software programming end, it
can eliminatemany errors further on.Additionally,
even thoughmany people do not always
understand the underlying principles of
good typography, theywill still prefer the appear
ance of a professionally typeset page. Further, by improving typography, the overall read
ability and legibility of the textwill be increased.Many typographers admit the reason they






From the beginning of desktop publishing, the concept has persisted that typesetting could
now be done by a non-specialist. The integration of style sheets and templates within soft
ware programs helped foster this belief. Templates are especially prevalent in the lower-end
programs geared toward the business and consumer market. The high-end programs do
not have templates; however, style sheets and templates can be created by the user.
Previously, softwarewas not capable of including illustrationswith such ease.Through
WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) screen display technology, an unskilled user can
now place and arrange text and graphics with little training.
"All kinds of people are now typesetting printed documents.Added to the traditional
ranks of typographers and printers are writers, publishers, managers, children, engineers,




This has lead to a decline in professional-looking typography. Though non-specialists
are now capable of typesetting pages, many do not know how to do the job well. Even with
templates and style sheets, the basic rules of typography are often overlooked. In his book,
Typomania: selected essays on typesetting and related subjects, LawrenceWallis claims:
It does not require high intellect to learn how to operate the basic appa
ratus of desktop publishing, but the knowledge required to design and
assemble an efficient and graceful typographic document are something
else. Unfortunately the formative years of desktop publishing have yielded
some awful
typography.56
Wallis goes on to quote typographer Roy Brewer: "Typographical standards are slippery
things to handle and, ifyou are not a professional, can be extremely difficult to
emulate."57
Designing a SoftwareApplication
When designing a software application, there are many things that must be taken into
account. Editor Jenny Preece in her book A Guide to Usability explains how important it
is to know "who will use the system, what it will be used for, thework context and environ
ment in which it will be used and what is technically feasible and
possible."58
All of these
factors will affect the end product.
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Software applications contain instructions that tell the computer what to do and
when. Before creating an algorithm to manage a task in a software program, the task must
be carefully explained through a specification given to the computer programmer. Henry
Walker explains in his book, The Limits ofComputing: "One of the hardest parts ofwriting
specifications involves anticipating all possible circumstances that might
occur."59
From
these specifications, algorithms are created and coded in a way that the computer can
understand. Programmers must plan for all possible situations, and these situations must
be tested during software development.
Software applications are designed to fit the capabilities of the user. This becomes a
challenge for software created to accommodate a variety of users. If automated tasks are
included to compensate for less knowledgeable users, howwill this affect more experienced
users? Because a user's knowledge will vary, automated features can often be adjusted (or
turned off) in the preference files of the software application. Though this level of control
can be dangerous if manipulated by the inexperienced user, it is necessary to give people
freedom to make their own decisions.
Assuming that people are becoming increasingly dependent on software to control
typography, we need to determine how to design a software application that takes this into
account. We must determine what degree of automation a software application is capable
of and the degree to which such automation is limited by the capabilities of computer
programming. This means understanding not only "what is technically possible but also
appreciating what is humanly
feasible,"60
explains Preece. Because desktop publishing soft
ware is geared toward such a large number of tasks and a variety of users, we must have
reasonable expectations ofwhat is capable.
Additionally, the programmers who create the software must understand the impor
tance of the their task. Typography is an art form and the rules that govern it can be very
complex. Writer Richard Rubenstein explains: "The way typographers express knowledge
may not be easy for
computer experts to absorb.Worse, it may not be possible to express




Over the years, writesWalker, "a common perspective [has developed] that computers can
do anything, given sufficient development time and
resources."62
Unfortunately this is not
true for a number of reasons; all problems cannot be solved by technology. The capabilities
of a software application are often limited by hardware incompatibilities and user error. If
the software is not being run on the correct type of hardware or if the user is not using the
software as it is intended, problems will result. In addition, software is only as good as the
people who programmed it. Because computer applications are designed and programmed
by people, error can and will occur.
Another challenge is that all problems do not necessarily have workable solutions. A
task that is to be automated must not only have a programmable solution, that solution
must be executed in an acceptable amount of time. Even with increasing processor speeds
there are some algorithms known in computing and mathematics circles as "combinatorial
explosion"
routines that require work, time or space which increases
exponentially.63
Even
at the rate technology is advancing, processors will probably not be capable of reaching
speeds necessary to handle such algorithms during the next century. As explained bywriter
and programmer HenryWalker:
"While technology in general and computing in particular have been extraor
dinarily successful in solving a wide range ofproblems, there are some prob
lems that cannot be solved by using technology. Further, these difficulties
cannot be corrected by spendingmore time,money, or resources on the prob
lems or by being more
clever."64
Standards for SoftwareApplications
The idea of this thesis project is to ultimately create some form of typographic standards or
guidelines for software applications. Standards may be created by international, national,
or local government or by private
agencies.65
As stated by Preece, "Standards concern pre
scribed ways of discussing, presenting or doing something. Standards seek to achieve some
form of consistency across products
which are of the same
type."66
Standards include any requirement, rule,
or recommendation based on proven prin
ciples and practice that is established by a recognized authority.Wanda Smith in her book
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ISO andANSI Ergonomic Standards for Computer Products explains, "A standard represents
an agreement by a group of officially sanctioned
professionals."67
Standards can be either
mandatory or voluntary. If software manufacturers want to claim compliance with volun
tary standards, they must comply with all parts of an agreed-on standard. Most software
standards are voluntary unless they involve an issue of health or safety.
Once standards are created there must be someway ofmonitoring compliance. Com
pliance testing may be completed by the organization which sets the standards or by an
neutral third party. One way compliance is advertised to customers is through "Logo Pro
grams."
Logo programs are created to "provide a level playing field and assurance of qual
ity from a respected third
party."69
Logos are placed on products to notify customers of
compliance to a particular standard.
Software standards are established for many reasons. Standards for Y2K compliance
have recently been highly publicized. Standards for creating web pages have also become
more common. The U.S. Department of Education has developed as set of standards for
software applications to ensure that they meet the needs of people with disabilities. This
list of their fundamental specifications is shown in Appendix A. These standards are not
mandatory, but they are necessary for any softwarewhich is to be purchased and used by the
Department ofEducation.
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The basic rules of proper typography are commonly being overlooked in everyday printing
and publishing. Through this thesis project, a plausible way of improving this situation will
be attempted by developing a set of minimum and preferred typographic requirements for
desktop publishing software applications.
Ideally, these requirements would be used to set standards for software applications.
If standards such as these could be backed by a reputable authority, then software manu
facturers might begin to design their software to ensure adherence to these standards. This
would improve the quality of the software and the software's typographic capabilities. If
the requirements became automated featureswithin the software applications, a layperson





First, research into the history of desktop publishing was completed, including the evolu
tion of the various software applications and how they handle typography. Previous stud
ies evaluating desktop publishing programswere read,with particular attention paid to any
mention of typographic capabilities. From the beginning the goal of the thesiswas to estab
lish the feasibility of incorporating more automation in regard to typographic controls in
software programs. Since many applications already incorporate such features, these fea
tures were assessed, as well as how they could be maximized. In addition, information was
found on designing software applications and creating standards for software applications.
The main focus of the background research for this thesis projectwas directed toward
historic typographic style manuals. The basic rules of typography have virtually remained
unchanged, without taking into account changes in design or aesthetic preferences, since
the invention ofmovable type in 1440.With this in mind, the most popular
printers'
and
typographic style manuals of the past 300 years were studied. Manuals beginning with
Moxon's Mechanick Exercises of 1683 and ending with the most recent edition of The Chi
cago Manual ofStyle were studied. Research for this
thesis project was limited to manuals
that were printed in English. Many of the manuals studied appeared in multiple editions.
In this event, the manual studied was simply based on what was most easily attainable.
The only manual which was
studied in multiple editions was The ChicagoManual ofStyle
because it has been the most influential manual over the last century.
Many of the manuals studied were reprints of earlier editions. This actually proved
to be very advantageous because
the introductory material often explained the historical
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significance of the manual and included scholarly commentary on the book and the state
ofprinting in the particular time period in which the book originally appeared. Table 7 lists
the manuals consulted for this thesis.
Table 7, Typographic manuals consulted for this thesis project
TypographicManual
Mechanick Exercises on the WholeArt ofPrinting
The Printer's Grammar
TheHistory andArt ofPrinting









Rules for Compositors and Readers at the University Press,
Oxford 28th ed.
Lessons in Printing, Elements ofComposition
Style forPrint and ProofCorrecting
AManual ofStyle, 12th ed.








Hansard, T. C. 1825
Timperley, Charles H. 1838






Union Bureau ofEducation 1942
Hewitt, R.A. 1957
University ofChicago Press 1969
University ofChicago Press 1993
Though a long list of manuals was consulted, the material found within them was
remarkably similar. Printer's
manuals have a long history of plagiarism and borrowing
from writers of the past. In each of these manuals, typographic rules and formulas were
researched. Specifically, researchwas done on the proper usage ofpunctuation,hyphenation/
justification,widow/orphan control, line length, indention, leading, letterspacing, kerning,
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ligatures, small capitals, numerals, image runaround, initial letters and reference marks. An
evaluation was then made ofhow problems in typography could be addressed, by including





Computer-automated typographic design,will not produce the same consistently agreeable
results as a job donemanuallyby a skilled professional. The challenge for the computer pro
grammers becomes how to best design a program that will produce some minimum level
of typographically pleasing and accurate results. Many aspects of typography can be easily
addressed by using the rules discussed in Chapter 2; however, this is not true of all typo
graphic rules. Editorial rules such as those regarding the use ofdifferent types of dashes are
more difficult or even impossible to program. Here any computer program will fall short
and the usermust rely on some knowledge of the basic rules of typography.
The minimum and preferred typographic requirements for the
"ideal"
programwere
determined first by evaluating what was most feasible from a programming standpoint.
Through research into the standards set out in various typographic manuals, it was deter
minedwhich rules could be managed automatically and successfully by the software appli
cation. These rules were ranked according to their importance, as well as their complexity,
in order to determine whether they should become part of the minimum or the preferred
software requirements.
Evaluation
The goal of this thesis project was not to actually create software that could completely
replace the professional typographer, but rather to encourage improvement upon the typo
graphic capabilities of current software applications.
The preferred and minimum software requirements were assembled to create the
specifications for an
"ideal"
software application. These requirements concentrate on the
typographic controls of the program and do not include other specifications necessary for




All of the research for this thesis project has been compiled to create minimum and pre
ferred software requirements. The preferred requirements will encompass all of the mini
mum requirements, but include additional rules and modifications. In some cases, the
minimum and preferred requirements will be the same. As stated previously, punctuation
controlwill not be included in these requirements. The rules ofEnglish punctuation are too
variable and subject to exception.Many of the rules are very complex and programming for
these rules would be very difficult if not impossible.
Hyphenation/justification/word spacing
Minimum requirements:
A dictionary providing exceptions to the hyphenation rules, that can be
easily accessed and edited by the user.
No hyphenation of ragged lines of type unless in a measure shorter than 15 picas;
hyphenation is acceptable and expected with justified type.
Always hyphenate on a syllable
Minimum word size to be hyphenated: six letters
Do not hyphenate on a short syllable leaving only two letters on one side
of the break.
Do not hyphenate capitalizedwords, initials or numbers.
Do not allow more than two hyphens in a row
Word spaces - Minimum: 20%, Desired: 33%, Maximum 66%





Utilization of a multiline composer that can look ahead at least four lines
Widow/orphan control
Minimum/preferred requirements:
No widows or orphans may occur in a document, pages may be left a line short or
a line long to compensate for this problem, if necessary.
In measures of 18 picas or less, do not leave less than eight characters alone on
a line; in measures greater than 18 picas, do not leave less than ten characters.
(if this occurs, fix using hyphenation/justification preferences)
New subheadings must be followed by at least two lines of text at the bottom
of a page.
Line length
Line length is more difficult to control through automation because most people will want
to determine their own margins. In general, people tend to create line lengths that are too
long for easy reading. People more often ask what the margin size should be, rather than
what the line length should be. Because line length is more difficult to automate, no mini
mum requirements will be made, only preferred requirements.
Preferred requirements:
Optimum line length calculator within program: Using The ChicagoManual
ofStyle's guideline of
65-70 characters, a particular typeface and size will be
entered and the maximum suggested line length will be provided.
Default settings when a document is opened will give optimum line length
for 12 point text on the particular page size chosen. The program will also calculate





In measures of 18 picas or less, indention should be one em space, in measures
19-24 picas, indention should be one and a half em spaces, in measures
greater than 24 picas, indention should be two em spaces.
Since many people use a tab space to indent, the default tab space should
vary according to line length. The computer program should automatically
adjust the default tab settingwhen the line length is determined. The user may
then adjust the tabs if they chose.
Leading
Minimum requirements:
In measures of 18 picas or less, leading should be equal to 120% of the point size, in
measures 19-24 picas, leading should be 150% of point size, in measures greater
than 24 picas, leading should be 175% of the point size.
Lines of all capital letters should be leaded 20% more than regular lines of type.
Preferred requirements:
All minimum requirements
The program will measure the x-height of the typeface, if this is greater than
60% of the total point size, an extra 15% will be added to the leading.
Letterspacing
Minimum/preferred requirements:
When more than four capital letters occur in a row, overall letterspacing will
increase by 20% for the group of capital letters.
Tableswith letterspacing values for troublesome capital letter combinations must
be included in the application. This can be combined with kerning tables and
edited by the user. These tables should be
implemented automatically.
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Manual letterspacing controls should also be available to the user.
Letterspacing should not be used for justification except as a last resort.
Wordspacing should automatically be increased in proportion to letterspacing,
and should not vary across a line.
Kerning
Minimum requirements:
Kerning should be done automaticallywithin the program using kerning tables
that are provided by the typefacemanufacturer for problematic letter combinations;
the user should have the ability to edit these tables.
Manual kerning controls should also be available for fine tuning.
Kerning should not be done between capital letters, but is common between
capital and lowercase letters.
Preferred requirements
All minimum requirements
Choice between optical and metric kerning
Ligatures
Minimum/preferred requirements
When ligatures for a typeface exist, they should automatically replace the letter
combinations shown in table 3 (fi, fl , ffi, ffl). The user may turn this feature
off if desired.
The spell checker should be designed to understand ligatures.
Small capitals
Minimum/preferred requirements
Options commonly found in current
applications to create machine-generated
small caps will be eliminated.
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When old-style figures for a typeface exist, they should be the default figures used.
The user may turn this feature off if so desired, particularly for tabular work.
Image runaround
Minimum/preferred requirements:
With leading of less than 15 points, image runaround should be six point, with
leading of 15-24 points, image runaround should be one pica, with leading
greater than 24 points, image runaround should be two picas
Initial letters
Minimum requirements:
Initial letters, either raised or sunken, can be created for the number of letters and
the number of lines desired.
When an initial letter is requested, it will be sized to the leading, to align perfectly.
Preferred requirements:
All minimum requirements
The user can request optical alignment and the letter will be shifted into the
margin by three points. The user maymanually shift the initial further into
themargin if desired.
Reference marks
Manyword processing programs already have shown what is possible with regard to auto
mation of reference marks. The
"ideal"




An option selected from within the application will insert a reference or footnote.
When selected, a superior number will be inserted into the text, aligned with the
height of the ascenders, and a corresponding numberwill be placed at the end of the
document or at the bottom of the page, depending on the user's preference.
Superior numbers will always be defaulted to, but they can be replaced by superior
letters or even the printer's marks shown in Table 6, by adjusting the software's
preferences. Ifmore than six references are used for the printer's marks, or more
than twenty-six references are entered using the superior letters, all references will
default to superior numbers.
The default size for the reference marks will be six point; however, this may also
be adjusted in the software's preferences.
If a new reference is inserted between two already existing references, the references
will automatically be renumbered.
All of the requirements stated above will become default settings within the software
program. In certain instances the user may decide to change these settings. This will be
possible by manipulating the program's preferences. For more advanced users, this will be
an important feature.Many typographic rules are not set in stone and are frequently disre
garded for design purposes. As Robert Bringhurst states, "By all means break the rules, and







software application will contain all of the minimum and preferred require
ments, in addition to some other special features. These features
have been created by the
author of this thesis project as a result of the research performed.
A glossarywill be found
within the application, which can be used to look up
typographic terms and rules.
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An option similar to "balloon
help"
can be turned on. This feature will pop up to alert
the user of undesirable choices, such as not using true small caps, or setting too long a
measure for a particular point size.More advanced users could easily turn this feature off.
Punctuation library: all punctuation characters within a font will be easily accessible here;
proper usage instructions for each form of punctuation can also be found here.
An em space is often used as a form ofmeasurement in typography. Traditionally the em
space is defined as the width of the widest character in the font, however with digital type
it has been simplified to mean a space equal in width to the point size. This is appropriate
in some, but not all situations. The em space for a 10 point font should vary for expanded
and condensed typefaces.When an em space is used within a calculation, such as to
determine wordspacing, the software should determine what the true em space is based
upon measurements within the font metrics. Font metrics are provided within the code
for all typefaces.
When a new document is created, instead of asking what size margins to create, the
program will ask how many columns to create on a particular page size. The computer
will then calculate the gutter and margin sizes it recommends. These settings can easily
be adjusted by the user.
If text box size is not specified, the text will automatically return when you reach the
maximum line length recommended by the software for the particular point size.
Options commonly found in current applications to create
such items as machine-
generated small caps and oblique lettering will be eliminated.
Caps and small caps will be available with the press of a button, if the software can
not locate an expert set, the user will be notified and the textwill not be changed.
When using drop caps, the initial letterwill be converted to an outline, allowing
for easier
mortising and optical
alignment control. The runaround for the outline will default to
four points, but can be adjusted for different situations.
Hanging punctuation will be available at the press
of a button,when desired.
Notes
1. Robert Bringhurst, The Elements ofTypographic Style. (Vancouver, BC: Hartley &




The importance of the knowledge that can be gained by a study of the past has been illus
trated through this thesis project. Some of the best information on what features to incor
porate into today's most complex software applications can in fact be obtained from those
who have never touched a computer. All of the manuals used as research materials for this
project, other than the most recent edition of The Chicago Manual of Style, were written
prior to the days of desktop publishing. Many of the manuals were actually written in the
days of hand composition, even before the introduction ofmechanized systems such as the
Linotype or Monotype. This did not make these resources any less valuable as a research
tool. In many cases it actually made them more valuable because of the attention given to
detailswhich today often occur behind the scenes within the computer code or are ignored
altogether. These details are very important when designing a software application. It can
almost inevitably be assumed that the computer programmer creating the software applica
tion knows nothing of the rules or aesthetics of typography. Because of this, it is critical
for the person writing the specifications for the programmer to be knowledgeable about
typography and to stress the importance of the fine details.
Though the writings and records of typographers and compositors who have long
since passed away are a valuable resource,
there are still many typographers alive todaywho
remember the days before a electronic keyboard andmouse. Inmanyways their knowledge
of the trade is more valuable to us than that of the manufacturers of the latest technology.
Unfortunatelymany of these people feel out of touch with the industry. It has evolved into
something unrecognizable to
them. As traditional typographers become a thing of the past,
driven out of the industry by new technology, something must be done to preserve their
knowledge. During the transition into the digital world, the typographic skills of many
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experts were lost or abandoned. Efficiencywon the battle against quality. Now that the digi
tal systems have become more advanced, we have an opportunity to regain the quality of
typography that was attainable with earlier systems.
To many it is not immediately obvious how someone with no computer knowledge
could help improve a software application. Even more confusing is how a typographic
manual from 300 years ago could be used to create software specifications. Computers and
software programs are nothingmore than tools used to accomplish a task. It doesn'tmatter
if the specifying experts understand the details of programming. This thesis project is an
attempt to encourage software manufacturers to help restore typography to its original art
form by using knowledge from the past.
Was the goal achieved?
One of the goals of the minimum requirements was to make them easily achievable.Many
of the minimum requirements are already available in software programs. The problem is,
no one program contains all of the requirements. Each software program has strengths and
weaknesses. Table 8 shows how four current programsmeasure up to the specifications sug
gested in this thesis project. At the present time, QuarkXPress and Adobe InDesign are the
leading desktop publishing applications on the market. Adobe Framemaker is a part of a
more specialized publishing market, but was chosen for its strengths in dealing with long
documents. Microsoft Word was also used for comparison because it is the leading word
processing program on the market.
Through this thesis project, all of the best features of current software programs have
been brought together, in addition to a few innovative ideas. In the end, however, auto
mated tasks carried out by a computer will never produce the same results as a job done
manually by a skilled professional. Computer programmers are facedwith the challenge of
making a science out of an
art form. Though perfection may not be attainable, improve
ment is possible.
The final question becomes, how can these requirements be implemented? Though
the initial intention was to establish software standards, these recommendations could also
become reality through the creation of






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Recommendations for further investigation
The problems encountered and created by unskilled users of page layout software range far
beyond typographic ones. This can be attested to by service bureaus and prepress houses
everywhere. Similar kinds of automation could be incorporated into programs to dealwith
such areas such as color control and image manipulation.
In addition, more work could be done with punctuation. Punctuation is a complex





The following definitions reflect how the terms are defined in this thesis project:
algorithm: a formula used by a computer to calculate a result
ascender: any part of the stem of a lowercase letter that extends above the mean line. A
lowercase
"t"
has an ascender, as does an
"1"
baseline: the imaginary line upon which all characters appear to rest
bitmapped type: low-resolution type that contains rough edges and often exhibits a
staircase effect on the curved or slanted portions
character: any letter, figure, symbol or punctuation mark in a font
descender: any part of the stem of a lowercase letter which ranges below the baseline. A
lowercase
"p"
has a descender as does a
"j"
divisions: words broken at the end of a line through hyphenation
drop caps: any character that is at the beginning of a paragraph, is larger than the text and
is set into or sunken in the text. This term is usually used by software manufacturers.
em dash( ): a dash the length of one em space of a particular font; the most popular use
is to show a sudden change in thought, or to give credit to an author
em space: a space that is equal in width to the point size of a font; traditionally an em
space is equal to the widest character in a font
en dash (-): a dash the length of one en space of a particular font, used between inclusive
numbers, in place of the word
'to'
and to denote a future event in time
en space: a space that is half the width of an em space
expert set: a font which contains true small capitals and old style figures
font: a specific typeface, size and style, example: topt.Minion italic
hyphen: the smallest and most commonly used dash, used between compoundwords, to
divide a word at the end of a line, or to show that a word has been spelled out
hyphenation: the act of dividing aword at the end of a line to obtain a better fit
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image runaround: white space between the edges of an image and the text which sur
rounds it
incunabula period: printing before the year 1501
initial letters: decorative letters used at the beginning of a chapter or article
irregular spacing: word spacing that is not equal across a line or paragraph
jagged type: low-resolution type that contains rough edges and often exhibits a staircase
effect on the curved or slanted portions
justified: lines of type set equal in measure and aligning with the left and right margins
justification: the act of setting justified type
kerning: moving letters closer together to obtain a better optical fit, sometimes known
as negative letterspacing
leading: the amount of space that separates lines of type
legibility: how clearly the type can be seen, the readers visual perception of the type
letterspacing: spacing letters apart for easier readability and better optical fit
ligatures: two letters joined together for aesthetic purposes, example: fi
lining figures: numberswhich do not range below the baseline and line up evenly across
the top and bottom, also called modern or non-ranging figures, example: 9876
mean line: an imaginary line along the top of the x-height of the lowercase letters
measure: the width of a line of type, also known as line length
metric kerning: kerning letters by using values specified by the font manufacturer in
kerning tables
modern figures: numbers which do not range below the baseline and line up evenly across
the top and bottom, also called lining or non-ranging figures, example: 9876
mortising: commonly done with large initial letters, shaping
the surrounding type around
the letter so there is not excess white space
multi-line composer: a hyphenation system that can look ahead to upcoming lines of type
in a paragraph or text block to determine the best hyphenation
non-lining figures: figures that
range above and below the baseline, also called old-style
figures or ranging figures, example:
5678
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non-ranging figures: numbers which do not range below the baseline and line up evenly
across the top and bottom, also called lining or non-ranging figures, example: 9876
old-style figures: figures that range above and below the baseline, also called non-lining
figures or ranging figures, example: 5678
open type: font technologywhich works on both Macintosh andWindows computers and
allows for expanded character sets included in a single font file
optical kerning: kerning that is done based on the optical fit of letter pairs
orphan: when the first line of a paragraph is the last line on the page
orthography: the science of breaking words into syllables
paragraph: separated lines of prose noted by the use of indention or an extra return
phototypesetting: a typesetting technology common until the 1980s used to image type
onto film material
pica: a unit ofmeasurement commonly used by typographers, equal to 12 points
ragged left: text that is flush with the right hand margin and uneven on the left
ragged right: text that is flush with the left hand margin and uneven on the right
raised initials: large initial capitals that align with the baseline of text and rise up above
the text. They are at least the height of two lines of text.
ranging figures: figures that range
above and below the baseline, also called non-lining or
old-style figures, example: 5678
readability: how easily type can be read and
comprehended
reader: a person employed in a print shop to check for errors before a job is printed,
now
more commonly known as a
proofreader
reference marks: the marks and signs used to direct the reader to notes in the margin or
at the bottom of the page
regular spacing: wordspacing that is equal
to the width of a lowercase i
river: when the word spaces in a block of text optically combine to form noticeable
patterns ofwhite space within a paragraph
of text
small capitals: letters that are the same shape and same stem width as
regular capital
letters, but usually designed to be the same
height as the x-height of the lowercase letters
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stemwidth: the thickness of themain stroke of the character
sunken initials: large initial capital letters that are equal in height to at least two lines of
regular text and align on top with the cap line of the top line of text and on the bottom
with the baseline of the bottom line of text
superior figures: raised figures that are at least two type sizes smaller than the regular text
and align with the cap line of the text
superior letters: raised letters that are at least two type sizes smaller than the regular text
and align with the cap line of the text
thin spacing: wordspacing that is less than regular spacing (the width of the lowercase i)
two-line letters: word formerly used to describe initial letters
typeface: a character set for a given language that conforms to a particular unique design
and is generated or produced by some manufacturing technology
typography: the art ofmaximizing readability and legibility of letters
unjustified text: text that is not justified, it is uneven on at least one side, example: ragged
right, centered
widow: when the first line on a page is the last line of a paragraph, orwhen the last line of
a paragraph is only one word, or two or three small words
wordspacing: the amount of space between words in line of type
WYSIWYG: an acronym used in printing to mean "what you see is what you
get"
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Example of Software Standards currently in use:
U.S. Department ofEducation
Requirements forAccessible Software Design.Version 1.1
Created March 6, 1997
KeyboardAccess
1 . The software program must provide keyboard access to all functions of the application. All
actions required or available by the program must be available with keystrokes, (i.e., keyboard
equivalents for all mouse actions including ,but not limited to, buttons, scrollwindows, text entry
fields and pop-up menus.)
2. Clear and precise instructions for the use of all keyboard functions shall be provided as part
of the user documentation.
3. The software must have a logical tabbing order among fields, text boxes and focal points.
4. The focus must follow the keystroke. (E.g., using the arrow keys to navigate through a list
followed by pressing the ENTER key or spacebar to select the desired item.
5. The software shall not interfere with existing accessibility features built into the operating
system. (Such as Sticky keys, Slow Keys, Repeat Keys in Microsoft Windows 95.)
6. Avoid using timed responses if possible. If used, the ability to modify the timing parameter, by
individual user, is necessary.
7. Selectable visual and auditory indication of key status for the Number Lock, Shift/Caps Lock,
and Scroll Lock keys.
Icons
1. All icons shall have clear precise text labels included on the focus or provide a user-selected
option of text-only buttons.
2. The use of icons shall be consistent throughout the application.
3. Provide pull-down menu equivalents for Icon functions (menu, tool and format bar).
4. Provide keyboard access to all pull-down menus.
5. Painted text is not accessible to all users. Use system text drawing tools so that screen reader




1 . Provide a visual cue for all audio alerts.
2. Support the Sounds feature where built into the operating system. (Such as Microsoft Windows
95 show sounds feature.)
3. Allow the user to disable or adjust sound volume.
4. Wherever and whenever information is presented in audio format it shall be capable of being
displayed by the user in text format, either as closed captioning, a pop-up window, or other
means, in parallel with the audio information.
Display
1. Do not use Color-coding as the only means of conveying information or indicating an action.
Always provide an alternative or parallel method that can be used by individuals who do not
possess the ability to identify colors.
2. The application must support user defined color settings system-wide. Highlighting should also
be viewable with inverted colors.
3. Do not use patterned backgrounds behind text or important graphics.
4. Individual user override of application default fonts for printing and text displays are required.
5. Allow user adjustment of, or allow user to disable flashing, rotating or moving displays to the
extent that it does not interfere with the purpose of the application.
Field Labeling
1. Position the descriptions or labels for data fields immediately next to the field, so that it is
easy for screen reading software, used by individuals that are blind, to associate the labels
with the corresponding fields. The preferred position would be flush against the left side of
the field with a colon:
Documentation
1. Provide all manuals and documentation in electronic format as an ASCII text file. This should
include including text descriptions of any charts and/or graphs or pictures or graphics of any
nature. This is done to ensure that the information presented in charts or graphs is available to
screen readers and/or in Braille versions of the text.
2. Any reports that the application generates must be available in
a "print to ASCII
file"
format.
